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Abstract

The combination of classifiers from independent obser-

vation domains has a myriad of benefits in practical pattern

recognition problems. In this paper we propose a firm the-

oretical framework from which an upper bound on classifier

combination performance can be calculated, based on mis-

matches between train and test sets. Using this framework,

insights can be gained into the conditions under which clas-

sifiers can best be combined and where their respective con-

fidence errors stem from. The theoretical framework is pre-

sented along with synthetic experiments for empirical vali-

dation.

1. Introduction

The combination of an ensemble of classifiers, has been
shown empirically to be of great benefit in many practi-
cal pattern recognition applications, such as audio-visual
speech recognition [3], and multi-modal person identifica-
tion/verification [2]. In most of these tasks, the errors as-
sociated with each observation domain (i.e. modality) can
be assumed to be conditionally independent. Through the
appropriate choice of combination rules, it is possible to
dampen the overall effect of the independent errors in each
observation domain, thus giving superior performance to
any of the classifiers individually.

The optimal combination rule for an ensemble of R in-
dependent classifiers, with respect to classification error, is
the product rule [1, 2],

Fpr(Pr(ωi|o{r}), ∀r) = P (ωi)
−(R−1)

R∏
r=1

Pr(ωi|o{r}) (1)

where P (ωi) is the a priori probability for class ωi

and Pr(ωi|o{r}) is the a posteriori probability of obser-
vation o{r} from observation domain r lying in class ωi.
It must be emphasised that Fpr() gives a confidence

score, not a probability, but is equivalent to the proba-
bility Pr(ωi|o{1}, . . . ,o{R}) in terms of the class decision
boundaries it realises. Equation 1 holds true if one has ac-
cess to the true a posteriori probabilities from all R inde-
pendent observation domains. In practice however, one can
rarely apply this rule due to the differing decision bound-
aries realised from the mismatch between train and test
sets. This mismatch results in a confidence error,

Pr(wi|o{r}) = P̂ r(wi|o{r}) + εi(o
{r}) (2)

In this paper, we propose a theoretical framework to
calculate and remove the mismatch confidence error, thus
allowing one to gain the true a posteriori probability for
class ωi, and subsequently use the optimal product rule
described in Equation 1.

This paper is divided into a number of sections. In Sec-
tion 2, the train/test mismatch framework is proposed and
the concepts of generalised knowledge and context intro-
duced. A theoretical basis for confidence error is presented
in Section 3, with the steps required to calculate and remove
this mismatch error explained. In Section 4, a synthetic ex-
ample is given so as to provide some empirical validation to
the framework proposed in Section 3. Finally, some discus-
sions and conclusions are made about the usefulness of this
framework in practical classification problems, and how the
framework can be used and possibly expanded in practice.

2. Modelling train/test mismatches

The idea of a train/test mismatch can be formally de-
scribed if we analyse the problem of determining an a pos-
teriori probability in terms of sets. The observation o ex-
ists in the set Sall such that o ∈ Sall. At any given time,
we only have at our disposal observations existing in the
subset Strn ⊂ Sall or Stst ⊂ Sall, representing training
and testing observations respectively. When one has to
gain an a posterior probability estimate P̂ r(ωi|o) of ob-
servation o ∈ Stst{i}, one has to make a decision based on
knowledge gained from observations lying in Strn{i} even
though o may not. A depiction of this situation is shown in
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the Venn diagram in Figure 1(b) where Sall, Strn and Stst

are subsets. Within a Bayesian framework, one has to allow
for the possibility that o �∈ Strn even though o ∈ Stst.

(a)

(b)

Strn

Strn

Stst

Stst

Sall

Sall

Figure 1. Venn diagram of changes in train/test con-

ditions, (a) Stst ⊆ Strn (similar train/test condi-

tions), (b) Stst � Strn (different train/test condi-

tions).

Using Bayes [1] rule, when different train/test con-
ditions are encountered, we would ideally use likeli-
hoods p(o|Stst{i}) derived from our knowledge of the test
set to gain an a posteriori probability,

Pr(Stst{i}|o) =
P (ωi)p(o|Stst{i})∑N

n=1 P (ωn)p(o|Stst{n})
(3)

However, our knowledge is always restricted to the nar-
row context of o ∈ Strn which should be reflected in our
model thus giving,

p(o|ωi) = P (Ω)p(o|Strn{i})︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stst⊆Strn

+P (Ω)p(o|Ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stst�Strn

(4)

Equation 4 can be understood by using the concept of
context dependent knowledge. There are two terms in
Equation 4. The first term P (Ω)p(o|ωi) represents our
knowledge of discerning between classes when we are within
our known knowledge context (i.e. o ∈ Strn), where P (Ω) is
the prior of the observation coming from that known con-
text. The second term P (Ω)p(o|Ω) represents our knowl-
edge for discerning between classes outside the known con-
text. This term is the same for all classes, as we have no
knowledge for discerning between classes in the unseen con-
text. P (Ω) and p(o|Ω) is the prior of the observation coming

from the unknown context and the mismatch likelihood re-
spectively. Using this equivalence, we can gain estimates
of the a posteriori probabilities using Bayes rule by taking
into account the likelihoods of all classes simultaneously,

Pr(ωi|o) =
P (ωi)[P (Ω)p(o|Strn{i})+P (Ω)p(o|Ω)]∑N

n=1 P (ωn)[P (Ω)p(o|Strn{n})+P (Ω)p(o|Ω)]
(5)

under similar train/test conditions one can make the as-
sumption,

P (Ω)p(o|Strn{n}) 	 P (Ω)p(o|Ω) 1 ≤ n ≤ N (6)

which leads to the commonly used estimate,

P̂ r(ωi|o) = P (ωi)p(o|Strn{i})∑N
n=1 P (ωn)p(o|Strn{n})

.
= Pr(Strn{i}|o)

(7)

Unfortunately, in practice, it is infeasible to gain a model
of P (Ω) and p(o|Ω), as one requires intimate knowledge
of Strn and Stst a priori. However, one can see that if we
apply Equation 7 when Equation 6 does not hold (ie. in
the case of external noise or an under trained classifier)
our a posteriori probabilities will be ill-scaled, due to the
mismatch class being ignored. This results in a confidence
error εi(o) as first mentioned in Equation 2.

Nothing can be done about this error εi(o) when deal-
ing with a single observation domain with respect to
classification error for the common case of equal priors.
However, by suitably scaling P̂ r(ωi|o), one can convert
the mismatch error into Bayesian error, which is intrin-
sically part of Pr(ωi|o), allowing for the optimal use of
the product rule. When adjusting for train/test mis-
matches in the case of unequal priors, the classification
error and decision boundary will change for a single ob-
servation domain. This is due to the unequal priors becom-
ing dominant as P (Ω)p(o|Ω) becomes larger with respect
to P (Ω)p(o|Strn{i}).

3. Form of mismatch likelihood and pri-
ors

It is very difficult to parametrically gain a model
for p(o|Ω) and its prior P (Ω) as they are intrinsically depen-
dent on the decision boundaries, formed as a consequence
of the interaction of Pr(Strn{i}|o) and Pr(Stst{i}|o) for
all i. However, in the event of having a priori knowledge
of Strn and Stst, one can define the a posteriori probability
of a mismatch as,

Pr(Ω|o) = 1 −
N∑

n=1

Pr(Sbth{n}|o) (8)

where,

Pr(Sbth{i}|o) = Pr(Strn{i} ∩ Stst{i}|o)
= Pr(Strn{i}|o)Pr(Stst{i}|Strn{i},o)

(9)
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Using our knowledge of conditional probability [4] for
two sets A and B,

If A ⊂ B then Pr(B|A) = 1
If B ⊂ A then Pr(B|A) = Pr(B)/Pr(A)

If A and B are disjoint then Pr(B|A) = 0
(10)

we can define,

Pr(Stst{i}|Strn{i},o) =

{
1, If ηΩ(o) > 1
ηΩ(o), otherwise

(11)

where,

ηΩ(o) =
Pr(Stst{i}|o)

Pr(Strn{i}|o)
(12)

Applying this to Equation 5, using a posteriori proba-
bilities instead of likelihoods, we can define,

Pr(ωi|o) =
[
1 − Pr(Ω|o)

]
Pr(Strn{i}|o) + P (ωi)Pr(Ω|o)

(13)
Using Equation 5 one can then calculate the mismatch

likelihood p(o|Ω), where the prior P (Ω) = 1−P (Ω) can be
interpreted as the proportion of o �∈ Sbth{i}, for all i.

4. A synthetic example

In this section we propose a simple synthetic example to
show the benefit of the train/test mismatch framework to
classifier combination theory. In this example, we have R
independent observation domains of dimensionality D = 2.
A dimensionality of two was chosen so as to allow for graph-
ical visualisation and cater for non-linear decision bound-
aries. For simplicity each domain r has two classes ω1

and ω2 described by Gaussian likelihood functions with
equal priors. Again for simplicity and the ability for see-
ing the effects of varying R, the likelihood functions have
the same parametric form for all domains. Each classifier
density function can be parametrically described by,

p(o{r}|ωi) = N(µi,Σi)|o{r} (14)

where r is the observation domain, ωi is the class, µi is
the class mean, and Σi is the class covariance matrix. In
each observation domain, the observation train sets Strn{1}
and Strn{2} are described by the parameters,

µ1 = [−2.5, 2.5]T , µ2 = [2.5,−2.5]T

Σ1 =

[
2 0
0 1

]
,Σ2 =

[
1.5 −0.5
−0.5 1.5

]

A train/test mismatch was introduced in this example,
through the shifting of model means, so that the obser-
vation test sets Stst{1} and Stst{2} are described by the
parameters,

µ′
1 = [−1,−1]T , µ′

2 = [1, 1]T

and the same covariance matrices Σ1 and Σ2, as the
train context. A graphical depiction of these two classes
can be seen in Figure 2 along with the subsequent decision
boundary for the train and test contexts.
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Figure 2. Depiction of synthetic example class mod-

els. 90% ellipsoid boundaries shown for both classes

and contexts.

Using these train and test models we can synthetically
generate independent observations to empirically verify the
framework proposed in Section 3. Our experiments took
the following form,

Sample size: N1 = N2 = 10, 000 for both Strn and Stst.
Number of trials: τ = 10

A large number of train and test observations were used
to minimise the variation of the classification result due
to the finite number observations. The classification task
selects the most likely class ωi∗ , from a group of N classes
for an observation o such that,

i∗ = arg
N

max
i=1

ζ(ωn|o) (15)

where ζ(ωi|o) is the confidence score describing how
likely observation o belongs to class ωi. The error rate was
determined as the percentage of incorrect classifications i∗

per trial. For each of the trials the following error rates
were acquired,

εtst: Error rate for a single domain using ζtst(ωi|o) =
Pr(Stst{i}|o{r}) averaged across R domains.

εtrn: Error rate for a single domain using ζtrn(ωi|o) =
Pr(Strn{i}|o{r}) averaged across R domains.

εpr: Error rate for product rule using ζpr(ωi|o) =
Fpr(P̂ r(ωi|o{r}), ∀r), not accounting for mismatches,
across all R domains.
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ε∗pr: Error rate for product rule using ζ∗
pr(ωi|o) =

Fpr(Pr(ωi|o{r}), ∀r), accounting for mismatches,
across all R domains.

these error rates were averaged across the τ trials.
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Figure 3. Empirical results for synthetic example.

The results for these different error rates can be seen in
Figure 3. One can see the parametric forms of p(o|Strn{i})
and p(o|Stst{i}) were chosen specifically to cause catas-
trophic fusion using the product rule. Catastrophic fusion
occurs when the performance of an ensemble of combined
classifiers is worse than any of the classifiers individually.
In Figure 3 it can be seen that as R increases, the error rate
of εpr increases from the average train set error εtrn for a
single domain. However, taking the mismatch into account,
the error rate of ε∗pr decreases as R increases. It is inter-
esting to note that the performance of ε∗pr, given enough
independent observation domains, surpasses that of εtst for
matched conditions.

It must be emphasised that the classification error
for Pr(ωi|o) and P̂ r(ωi|o) are exactly the same, as pre-
dicted in Section 3 for equal priors, and shown empirically
for εpr and ε∗pr at R = 1. The mismatch error is not removed
with respect to classification error, but now manifests itself
as Bayesian error, which the product rule can optimally
handle. This explains why, given a sufficiently large R, ε∗pr

can actually fall below εtst as classifier theory [1, 5] dictates,
due to the errors being independent, the average error shall
approach zero as R approaches infinity.

5. Discussion

The theoretical framework presented in this paper for
classifier combination requires intimate knowledge of both
the train and test observation sets. At first glance this
type of approach may seem paradoxical. If one has inti-
mate knowledge of the test observation set, why not adapt
the decision boundaries to optimally classify observations

for this new context? We concede this is a valid point, in
this scenario one should adapt their classifier to match the
decision boundaries realised by the test observation set.

However, in practice one rarely has intimate a priori
knowledge of the test set, making the effects of train/test
mismatches an unfortunate part of life. In this paper we
have endeavored to give an understanding into why sub-
optimal, and in many cases catastrophic, fusion between
classifiers of independent observation domains occurs. The
framework also provides an theoretical avenue for remov-
ing these mismatch confidence errors. It has to be once
again emphasised that the mismatch confidence error with
respect to classification error is not removed, but trans-
formed into Bayesian error to be handled optimally by the
product rule. This distinction is important, as the mis-
match class Ω used to gain the true confidence scores, given
a train/test mismatch, does not provide any class specific
knowledge from the test set to improve classification perfor-
mance. How train/test mismatches affect classifier combi-
nation performance, is of important practical value in many
pattern recognition problems, as it is often possible to gain
a practical estimate of Pr(Ω|o) without prior class specific
knowledge of the test set.

A firm theoretical framework for independent classifier
combination has been presented. The framework has shown
how train/test mismatches can affect classifier combination
performance. Empirical results have been also presented
that validate this framework using a synthetic example.
Further work using our framework on practical problems
such as audio visual speaker identification/verification can
be found in [3]. The main benefit of our train/test frame-
work is the ability to gain a theoretical understanding of
where mismatch errors stem from and how they affect clas-
sifier combination performance. Additionally, one can use
this understanding in practical situations where there is
limited knowledge of the test set to evaluate the effective-
ness of different combination rules.
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